
Our paramount mission is to contribute to the security and stability of the United States. 

To that end, we shall propose and be advocates for immigration laws and policies that we believe serve 

those national interests, and we will oppose those that do not. 

 

 

America should know that there is a group of uniquely knowledgeable individuals who dedicated their  

professional lives and careers as federal officers in the field of immigration. Our organization is "NAFBPO,"  

the National Association of Former Border Patrol Officers. We know and have experienced more than anyone 
else the various root causes of the illegal immigration challenge. Our sole purpose is to educate America 

about what is good for America and what is bad for America with regards to Immigration. With this purpose 

we write to you today from our intelligence perspective of connecting the dots about the current invasion of 

America. 

 
This advisory is specifically for the American People and is a thumbnail sketch of how America arrived at 
where we are today from the immigration perspective and present our recommendation of what must be 

done to preserve our Republic and the American way of life now and in the future. 

 
America's ongoing Illegal Immigration crisis has once again become a front page item across our nation.   

The issue has raised many passionate voices: some advocate an open border policy, while others believe that 
a fence is the answer. These voices are now increasingly amplified by this administrations orchestrated efforts 

to encourage more aliens to come to America illegally. The current Central American emigration of minors 

appears to be nothing more than another planned step in fundamentally changing America and has brought 

about unprecedented lawlessness throughout the United States which negatively impacts Americans in all fifty 
states. What many fail to realize is that the open borders crowd is at war with America while the other side 

thinks this is a debate. This is war being waged on America, this is not a debate.  

 
At the root of our Illegal Immigration crises' historically and currently is the interaction of money and power 

in the political arena. Those for open borders reward the elected political leaders for championing their goals 
politically. The secure borders, secure America advocates principally understand that immigration is a  

National Security, (jobs and the economy), and Public Safety, (the right of all Americans to be secure in their 

persons and property), issue which includes public health and strict enforcement of existing Immigration Law. 

This group encourages and supports those elected officials that promote their goals politically. To further  

delineate the disparity, open borders advocates seek to benefit financially and politically with no regard for 
the consequences of their efforts and border security advocates want to preserve the American way of life 

and promote a safer more secure America for their children and grandchildren.  

 
From our view the present government is managing and encouraging Illegal Immigration as an official policy 

of the United States to expand the size and scope of government and to plant a festering seed of division 
within our citizenry to provoke ordinary law abiding citizens into a situation where the administration can  

justify the use of force similar to that applied at Ruby Ridge and Waco. This result will not be the product of 

unintended consequences. The longer the issue is drawn out, the more money and power flows to elected  

officials, the more is at stake and the more it will cost the American taxpayer in blood and treasure. When the 
exchange exceeds the consideration in money for power the result will likely be paid in blood through the  

manipulation of political power. It is up to the American People and the U.S. House of Representatives to  

ensure that this juggernaut is defunded now and corrected at the ballot box before this administration fulfills 

their goal and catapults America into a tragic conflict. The Republic hangs in the balance. 
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       ADVISORY TO AMERICA 



Our paramount mission is to contribute to the security and stability of the United States. 

To that end, we shall propose and be advocates for immigration laws and policies that we believe serve 

those national interests, and we will oppose those that do not. 

 

During the last Central American Refugee Program in the 1980's I personally observed non governmental or-

ganizations recruiting illegal aliens to come to America and fraudulently claim Political Asylum when in fact it 

was a false claim. We are again seeing the claim coaching in this latest group of illegal aliens. Politically 

speaking, why should the elected officials solve the issue if they are reaping large long term rewards for their 
inaction? S-744 on it's face appears to be so egregious and threatening to the American way of life one has to 

wonder if the true purpose of that bill is to continue the status quo that exists in America today with regard to 

unbridled Illegal Immigration. Undoubtedly, the 68 Senators that voted for S-744 did not act in the best in-

terests of America.  

 
Our current predicament flows directly from the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986, which the 
United States Attorney General at the time now describes as a big mistake. The false argument that we would 

bring illegal aliens out of the shadows aided the political deception that lead to the passage of that law. Ini-

tially, we were then talking about eight hundred thousand illegal aliens that would apply and benefit. Over 

three million applied and approximately 2.7 million were legalized initially. Through those 2.7 million many 
million more were legalized. The real flaws in this approach was that it set precedents for those breaking our 

immigration laws to be rewarded and that application fraud would be overlooked which encouraged applicants 

to lie, cheat and steal to obtain a benefit.  

 
One of these legalization offices had an estimated seventy five percent fraud rate of applications. These were 
rewarded by Main Justice with waivers and granted amnesty even though their applications were fraudulent 

on their face. This encouraged lawlessness whereby the United States Government encouraged illegal aliens 

to come here illegally and lie in their applications. The 2.7 million successful applicants knew this, the esti-

mated 14 million that benefited from and gained immigration status from the approved applicants knew this 
and transmitted the information to their friends and relatives in their home countries. When the United States 

Government eased and then practically suspended the employer sanctions provisions of the 1986 Act that 

paved the way for more illegal immigration.  

 
What the Illegal Alien knows, and must be reversed, is that the laws as written by the United States Govern-

ment mean nothing if those laws are not enforced. When the actions of the United States Government en-
courage violation of American Immigration Laws it is those actions the potential Illegal Alien correctly under-

stands as fact that leads to accelerated illegal migration to the United States. Immigration Laws not enforced 

invite and encourage violation of those laws.  

 
As of April 2014, approximately 60,000 illegal aliens principally from Central America had been processed 
through centers located mostly in California operated in conjunction with the Navy, HHS and DHS. The bulk of 

these illegal aliens were working age males age 15-18 and almost all claimed they came to the United States 

illegally in order to be here when President Obama declared Amnesty in 2014 and in the interim to earn 

money to bring their relatives up into the United States once they gained a legal status. The administration 
knows this information. The administration also knows that virtually none claimed they were fleeing any sort 

of violence, poverty or persecution. We also know that the medical screening was hit or miss and not ade-

quate to fully protect the American Citizen population.  

 
The following is how this worked in 1986 and how it is reportedly happening today. By April 2014 this 60,000 

would have individually communicated back to their home countries that illegal aliens under the age of eight-
een would be released in America and given “permisos”. This is obviously the main impetus of the unprece-

dented mass migration of minors experienced May through July 2014 at McAllen, Texas, whose members are 

being spread throughout the United States by HHS and DHS and whose presence in the United States is a di-

rect threat to National Security and Public Safety.  

 
This invasion significantly reduces on duty Border Patrol Agent effectiveness by taking them off of the border 

and places them in processing or custodial assignments. This interruption of security measures benefits no 

group more than the transnational criminals and terrorists that seek to enter the United States illegally. 
http://www.dcclothesline.com/2014/07/05/border-agent-ignores-gag-order-obama-aiding-abetting-
fascilitating-illegal-alien-smuggling/  
A textbook example of the results of these policies on American Jobs, even though selectively reported at the 

time, happened in 2008 at Postville, Iowa. Iowa is not on the Mexican border. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
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What is not widely known about the Postville Raid is that the initial enforcement action was planned to be 

executed in the year 2000, but was not carried out for political considerations. When the raid was carried out 

in May of 2008, it was carried out for political reasons connected to the work site being organized by labor 

unions which would potentially highlight the scope and extent of the illegal activity at the plant and disclose 
the exploitative nature of the poor working conditions and low pay at that food processing plant. Remember, 

the Postville Raid came immediately after the 2006-2007 push for Amnesty failed. In this time frame another 

Political Deception was and still is being offered that illegal aliens come here to do jobs Americans are not 

willing to do. In the aftermath of the Postville Raid hundreds of American Citizens lined up to apply for  

hundreds of jobs vacated by illegal aliens. This response to those immediate job vacancies has been under 
reported to the extent the response was virtually concealed. This leads us to identify another deception  

narrative of the open borders advocates and that is under reporting or not reporting the negative impacts of 

Illegal Immigration.  

 
How many other work place situations like Postville exist today in America? Are enough of them members of 
the U.S. Chamber of Commerce to have The Chamber advocate all out for Amnesty? If the Immigration Laws 

that existed at the time had been fully enforced the Postville, Iowa, incident would not have occurred at the 

cost of nearly six million dollars of taxpayer funds. 

 
In approximately January 2009 the Obama administration expressed the desire to have federally owned land 
located along the U.S. Mexico border designated for enhanced environmental protection. The nexus between 

his very recent reelection and this political push did not go unnoticed. In New Mexico's Dona Ana County the 

point of contention was the Potrillo Mountains (Desert Peaks) that lie between the New Mexico town of Las 

Cruces and the Mexican town of Ciudad Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico. Also directly affected is El Paso, Texas, 
even though the federal land is located in New Mexico. At the time Ciudad Juarez was considered the most 

dangerous city in the world and the murder capitol of the world. Senator Bingamin launched a concerted  

effort with environmental groups to produce enhanced protections for these pieces of public land.  

 
The people of New Mexico and NAFBPO opposed the move as a whole. Bingamin's legislation did not make it 

out of committee in the U.S. Senate. Bingamin's successor and the senior senator from New Mexico again  
introduced legislation in the U.S. Senate which also failed. The Congressman from Dona Ana County then  

proposed enhanced protection for parts of the Organ Mountains parcel of these public lands which the people 

of Dona Ana County and NAFBPO support.  

 
These two Senators then launched a disinformation/misinformation campaign advocating for an Organ  
Mountains Desert Peaks National Monument in Dona Ana County which included lands immediately adjacent 

to the New Mexico border with Mexico saying that the Border Patrol concurred when in fact the Border Patrol, 

the people of Dona Ana County and NAFBPO did not support it because of the Desert Peaks portion and the 

primary beneficiaries would be the transnational criminals that operate along the U.S./Mexico border and 
hamper law enforcement activities in that immediate border area. 

 
I repeat, these two Senators represented that the Border Patrol approved of the Desert Peaks Monument 

which was not true. When American Sheriff's and the Dona Ana County New Mexico Sheriff went to  

Washington, D.C., to testify about the Desert Peaks proposal in Senate Committee they were not only  

prohibited from testifying they were not allowed to be present in the room to hear the other testimony.  
Obviously, a major political deception was being concealed in that room that the Senators did not want the 

Sheriff's to be privy to.  

 
When these two United States Senators ignored the advice of the U.S. Border Patrol, NAFBPO, the Dona Ana 

County Sheriff, the New Mexico Sheriff's and the people of Dona County and presented the proposal to Presi-
dent Obama for Monument Status it was a purely political move against the best interests of their constitu-

ents and the people of the United States. This you-tube video is a synopsis of NAFBPO's Congressional Brief-

ing given at Las Cruces, New Mexico, on the issue. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yd8S6hmddzE  
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In this time frame 2009 to 2014, America has gone from a reported 120 cities with significant Drug Cartel 

presence to an estimate exceeding 2,000 U.S. Cities with significant Drug Cartel presence today, and 50 or 

more of those cities having more than one cartel group present which clearly indicates that in that same time 

frame, 2009-14, that Drug Cartels have infiltrated the United States to a significant extent. An example of 
this is the fact that Phoenix was designated as the kidnapping capitol of the United States and second in the 

world to Mexico City while Tempe, Arizona, was arguably designated the Cartel Capitol of the United States 

when in one day 204 Sinaloa Cartel members were arrested in that city.  

 
I personally observed in Dallas Forth Worth in June of 2013 a front page article declaring Dallas Fort Worth as 

Drug Cartel Command and Control Center by the Director of the Texas Department of Public Safety. http://
www.star-telegram.com/2013/06/08/4921705/dfw-is-now-a-command-and-control.html?rh=1 

  

On that same day the main television news showed a heated debate by the local city council decrying the so-

cial blight of plastic bags blowing across vacant lots and completely ignored the designation and admonition 
of the DPS Director. It is this type of deflection away from the negative effects of illegal immigration that 

America is being subjected to through media manipulation of the news on a daily basis. 

 
Expanding on the Political Deception and deflection let's take a look at New York, Connecticut and Pennsyl-

vania. When I see and hear the Mayor of New York City standing before the cameras and microphones while 
decrying the threat of the trans fats in french fries and the obscene amount of sugar in 32 ounce sodas I can't 

help but take notice that at that same point in time Heroin was selling in New York City at the historical low 

price of one dollar per milligram and that adolescents and teens alike in that city are combining Heroin with 

ordinary cough medicine to create a substance called cheese because it resembles the powdered cheese we 
sprinkle on pizza and spaghetti which is ingested rather than injected.  

 

The low price indicates that the supply of Heroin exceeds the demand. These American children are then 

overdosing on these Heroin by products. When I read that in Hartford, Connecticut and Philadelphia, Pennsyl-

vania, that five year old children are bringing Heroin to school for show and tell I know something if very, 
very wrong. Why isn't the Mayor of New York City or First Lady speaking out against the common presence of 

Heroin in their city and America and alerting the populace of the evils of Heroin and putting their energy in 

combating the Heroin threat in America? Distracting America by talking exclusively of food is deflecting atten-

tion away from the criminal enterprise of Heroin smuggling and redirects America's attention away from the 
real threat.  

 
This amounts to political protection for the organized crime industry of smuggling and distribution of Heroin in 

the United States. The equation is simple, cocaine and heroin are grown and produced outside of the United 

States then smuggled across our borders before being placed in the hands of trusted foreign representatives 
inside the United States for distribution to every hamlet, town and city in America through a network that 

could teach Wall-Mart a thing or two about distribution. America is the largest illegal drug and alien market in 

the world and transnational criminals have virtually unlimited resources to protect and enlarge their  

organizations. Illegal Immigration is a large part of how they accomplish their business model inside the 

United States which is likely why the War On Drugs failed in that they can replace gaps in the supply chain 
almost instantly through illegal or legal immigration. The preponderance of the violence in our cities is directly 

related to the supply of illegal drugs from foreign countries.  

 
The root problem is that this organized crime model of illegal immigration is ignored and allowed to flourish. 

DEA emphasis was on point of entry into the U.S. and point of sale not on identifying, disrupting and  
removing the points in the supply chain between the border and market. Then, the primary problem of  

laundering literally tons of cash and getting a percentage of the drug and alien sale profits back to the owners 

of the contraband is a huge cash generator for interests inside the United States. The aggregation of this 

situation reeks of organized crime operating at nearly every level of American society wherein they all live 
among us with the protection of our various governments through the sanctuary city model and other policies 

which violate existing law or otherwise conceal these practices. Money launderers inside America have a  

financial interest in maintaining open borders. Illegal Immigration ensures the supply chain.  
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Here is more evidence about how political protection for organized crime works inside the United States  

compliments of the United States Department of Justice. For instance let's take a look at Sheriff Joe Arpaio of 

Maricopa County Arizona, and the Arizona experience. (Remember, this is the time frame that Phoenix  

Arizona was the kidnap capitol of America and Tempe Arizona was the cartel capitol of America and the  
inmate population in Arizona prisons was approximately one third illegal aliens. Sheriff Arpaio does not like 

criminal activity, particularly in Maricopa County.) 
 

Several years prior to 2009 Sheriff Arpaio accepted the invitation from the Department of Homeland Security 

to participate in programs and concepts known as granting 287 (g) authority to his detention personnel and 
his department partnering in a program called secure communities. The purpose of these two programs were 

to identify and remove aliens from Maricopa County that were engaged in criminal activity. During the first 

full year that these two enforcement strategies were implemented in Maricopa County over 72,000 criminal 

aliens were removed from Maricopa County. Violent crime decreased 60% and overall crime decreased by 
14.7 percent at a time when the national average was about one third of that percentage.  

 
Those are very impressive numbers pointing out conclusively that illegal immigration and crime are directly 

related, especially violent crime. Faced with these positive results why wouldn't every Mayor and Sheriff 

throughout America want to replicate the programs that afforded the people of Maricopa County such  
additional security. The results of these programs that filtered Illegal Alien Criminals out of society was 

viewed by Sheriff Arpaio as a good start, not an end result. Obviously, the Obama Administration was  

opposed to having Sheriff Arpaio's successes implemented throughout America because shortly after the 

dawn of 2009 the U.S. Government began suing Sheriff Arpaio.  

 
This was obviously done to discourage other jurisdictions from adopting anti crime measures that Sheriff  

Arpaio had proved dramatically lowered the crime rate by removing Illegal Alien criminals from his county. 

Subsequently DHS removed access to Secure Communities and revoked 287 (g) authority for Maricopa 

County. In response, Arizona Senate President Russell Pearce wrote and introduced SB-1070 which passed 

both houses of the Arizona Legislature and was signed into law by Arizona Governor Jan Brewer. 

 
SB-1070 mirrored the federal law that the Obama Administration was now denying the people of Maricopa 

County and Arizona. Senator Pearce did this because he fully realized that it was these federal laws that were 

a demonstrated effective tool in combating crime in Arizona. The Obama Administration and main stream 

press attacked SB-1070 and Arizona, by misrepresenting what the law said and was intended to do. Beware 
the main stream media working in concert with this administration to deceive you.  

 
The Mesa Arizona School District lost approximately 50,000 students in the aftermath of the passage of  

SB-1070 which indicates that the illegal alien population was significantly higher in Phoenix than estimated. 

The total exodus of illegal aliens from Arizona after the passage of SB-1070 is not known but the pre SB-1070 
estimates of 400,000 were probably lower than the actual number. At least one Arizona Congressman was 

advocating that the rest of the United States boycott Arizona in their move to combat the effects of illegal  

immigration in Arizona. This congressman is identified in Trevor Loudon's book, The Enemies Within, page 

177 and outlines his Communist affiliations and his co chairmanship of the Congressional Progressive Caucus. 
 
Mesa, Arizona, had the appearance of a Sanctuary City in 2009. In 2010 it was discovered that two members 

of a murderous illegal alien rip off crew operating in the Peck Canyon Area within the Proposed Tumacacori 

Highlands Wilderness Area of Santa Cruz County near Rio Rico, Arizona, resided in Mesa, Arizona. Two  

brothers named Arellanes were members of this rip off crew. One of these brothers was wounded by gunfire 
and was arrested at the scene of Border Patrol Agent Brian Terry's murder which brought to light the  

Department of Justice scheme to deliver guns to Mexican Drug Cartels known as Operation Fast & Furious. 

The same Congressman advocating that the world boycott Arizona for passing SB-1070 was the principal  

proponent for the creation of enhanced protection status for the Peck Canyon Area which was clearly a benefit 
to drug and alien smuggling in that area. There is compelling reason to suspect that the push for enhanced 

protection for federal lands near the border for environmental reasons benefit the transnational criminals 

more than anyone else and certainly laid the ground work for the Peck Canyon area becoming the lawless 

area it was when Brian Terry was murdered. 
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In this time frame between 17% & 60% of the illegal aliens apprehended in the Tucson Border Patrol Sector 

had criminal records inside the United States. Considering these numbers, the numbers that Sheriff Arpaio 

was generating and trends throughout the United States indicate that the criminal illegal alien population in-

side the United States prior to 2014 probably exceed five million people. If 287 (g) and Secure Communities 
were successful in Maricopa County these programs would work throughout the nation.  

 
Likewise the estimate of eleven million illegal aliens present in the United States as of today is highly unlikely 

because for three consecutive years prior to 2014 Border Patrol Agents in the Tucson Sector estimated they 

were apprehending less than three percent of the illegal aliens that they knew were entering the United 

States illegally and were only effectively patrolling seventy percent of their assigned border area. Given the 
influx of Illegal Aliens since 2009 the Illegal Alien population currently could easily exceed 30 million. The 

truth is, nobody knows how many are here.  

 
Today, Border Patrol Agents tell us that they have apprehended approximately 52,000 Central American ille-

gal alien minors this year and that number represents only a fraction of those that actually entered the United 
States and were not apprehended. Of these apprehended a significant number are obviously gang members 

and criminal types who are being released into American society. America must stop importing criminals and 

criminal gang members. 

 
Many appear to have significant communicable diseases and that HHS and DHS are actively concealing critical 
information from the public and controlling what is reported about the apprehended population of illegal 

aliens is clearly evident. What are they hiding? At the very least they are hiding the truth. 

 
http://www.vdare.com/posts/obama-delivering-quarter-million-illegal-aliens-to-u-s-homes-where-is-the-gop  

 
The situation as it exists today was created by elected officials throughout the United States, especially those 
in national office by their refusal to live up to their oath of office and demand that existing Immigration Law 

be vigorously enforced since the passage of the 1986 Act. That prominent members of this group are now be-

ing tasked with finding a real and workable solution to the ongoing and expanding crisis that could have not 

occurred without their misfeasance is very disturbing to the American people. This mistrust of government is 

prevalent throughout America. 

 
In crafting a meaningful solution some basic factors must be acknowledged, accepted and incorporated into 

actionable results in a very short time frame, such as two to three weeks at the most. The customary com-

mittee hearings, consultations, bifurcations, lollygagging and invention of political excuses will have to go out 

the window. The survival of the Republic is at stake and unusual attention, cooperation and decisive leader-
ship are immediately required to overcome the results of the enemies of America within this current admini-

stration who appear to be intentionally sowing the seeds of rebellion and rebellion may be the underlying pur-

pose of this administration given their record of deceit and deception and a demonstrated hate for America, 

it's military and Constitution. 

 
Mexico is in North America. Central America begins at Mexico's Southern Border with Guatemala. Guatemala, 

Honduras and El Salvador are in Central America and the main home countries of this current surge. Hondu-

ras is reportedly in the political sphere with Cuba and Venezuela which raises real concerns about anyone 

claiming to be from Honduras. To understand the correct solution to this crisis a recitation of why it happened 
must be included. Briefly, in addition to the failure to implement the provisions of the 86 Act, recent events 

have triggered a mass invasion.  
 
In the last two years approximately 290,000 illegal alien emigrants from this area of Central America were 

apprehended. How many actually came that were not apprehended we do not know. They came primarily 

knowing it was against American Immigration Law yet condoned by the United States Government and fur-
ther by the United States Senate in the passage of S-744 wherein that magic word Amnesty was implied and 

became imbedded in their psyche next to the 1986 Amnesty. They knew that when President Obama ordered 

the release of 68,000, more or less, criminal aliens in deportation proceedings inside the United States onto 

the streets that America was not enforcing the criminal sections of U.S. Immigration Law. They already knew 
the administrative provisions were not being enforced.  
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When President Obama instituted DACA and included conversations about the Dream Act they knew that was 

a signal that illegal aliens up to age 31 were going to be ignored by the government and thereby encouraged 

hordes of potential migrants to come to the United States in violation of law at the invitation of President 

Obama. When President Obama announced on world wide television and radio that it does not make good 
sense to enforce America's Immigration Laws the message was clear. That message is that America will not 

enforce her Immigration Laws. We are now a lawless nation on the path to becoming a failed state and this 

administration gives every indication that everything is going according to plan. 

 
This is the perception that was intentionally transmitted and is currently reinforced when every member of 

this group of illegal aliens is released from custody into America not only to Central America but to the world 
by President Obama and this administration. It is this reinforced perception that must be reversed. The only 

way this is possible is through visual reinforcement and swift action taken against all illegal aliens entering or 

present inside the United States. This current invasion belongs exclusively to this administration. 

 
To understand what must be done we need to accept how the target audience in Central America perceives 
things. Their world is structured and a hierarchy exists which causes them to think and perceive things the 

way they do. I can speak to this from having processed and interviewed hundreds if not thousands of illegal 

aliens from Central America during 26 years in the U.S. Border Patrol. From their point of view the thousands 

of illegals caught and released into the United States in the past two years with “permisos” issued by the 
United States Government confirms their perception that violating American Immigration Laws is both  

acceptable and encouraged. To reverse this perception and stop the mass invasion of America, unmistakable, 

clear and convincing visual proof that it is not acceptable or encouraged by the United States to violate  

America's Immigration Laws must happen swiftly. Serious consequences must be applied to “all” Illegal Aliens 
entering or found in the United States.  

 
The sequence of the solution looks like this: Apprehend, detain, Immigration Hearing within 72 hours,  

expedited removal ordered, detain, MRE's, U.S. Air Force C-130, “all” illegal aliens repatriated to their home 

countries. This is the only solution that will work. 

 
Two things must happen.  
 

First, each and every illegal alien entering the United States that is not a native and citizen of Canada or  

Mexico that requests an Immigration hearing must receive a hearing within 72 hours and an expedited  

removal ordered issued while the alien is detained in custody.  
 

Second, they must be immediately returned to their home country and when they see their fellow  

countrymen disembark from the depths of a U.S. Air Force C-130 at airports in their home country and see 

thousands of the fellow countrymen repatriated by the same method played on radio and television in their 
home country over and over again they and the world will understand that what President Obama said is no 

longer true and violation of America's Immigration Laws will not be tolerated. This is because even at their 

level of perception they know that the President of the United States is the Commander and Chief of the U.S. 

Military and only the President of the United States could effect such action. Only this action will counter his 

previous invitations and encouragement for them to come here illegally. 

 
Is this difficult? No, it can be done with the stroke a pen and a telephone. It is in the American Spirit to view 

the difficult as doable and believe that the impossible just takes a little longer. In this case the little longer is 

a maximum of three weeks from July 4, 2014, when the first thousand of these Central American Illegal 

Aliens are repatriated by the U.S. Military on airfields in their home countries.  
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It will only happen if all Americans thoroughly convince our current elected officials that we will see all of 

them at the ballot box in November with their retirement in mind if they fail. All Americans dedicated to  

preserve America and our way of life must join with like minded people throughout America to convince  

President Obama to act in the best interests of America because we already know who his friends are that 
support Amnesty, unbridled illegal immigration and open borders: 

 

http://politichicks.tv/column/breaking-murrieta-ca-pro-amnesty-protesters-linked-revolutionary-communist-party-

usa/ 

 

http://21stcenturywire.com/2014/07/05/washingtons-pr-nightmare-continues-in-murrieta-as-residents-turn-back-the

-dhs-buses-again/ 

 
The next step after militarily returning all of these Central Americans to their home countries is simple and 

easily understood. We at NAFBPO through our unique expertise with immigration have produced a practical, 

logical and permanent solution to our nation's disorganized and malfunctioning immigration policies. It is 
fairly short, 20 pages in large print, and is a concise set of proposals. It is titled “Comprehensive Immigration 

Enforcement and Reform”. We call it CIER for a shortened term. Everyone in America is invited and urged to 

read the CIER at www.nafbpo.org.  

 
Best of all, we believe that implementation of the CIER is the way forward and will prevent a recurrence of 

these dangerous situations in years to come. Never forget that it is the ability of the illegal alien to come 

here, receive benefits and remain that must be denied and their removal must come swiftly after their  
apprehension. Sanctuary Cities must be abolished nationwide and the elements of the CIER must be in place 

in all 50 states before efforts to physically secure America's borders will be successful. 
     
 

                   
 

  
 

 

 

 

Zack Taylor 
Chairman and Border Security Expert 
National Association of Former Border Patrol Officers, Inc. 
nafbpo@nafbpo.org 
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